.....ANOTHER INNOVATIVE ITEM PRODUCT
Web Site: www.item-products.co.uk

T R U N D L E R S Y S T E M – enables packaging mobility
Trundler is a unique and patented system designed to ease the movement of heavy and awkward packages
Trundler is safe to use in-store, stable in transit and removes the need for forklifts or trolleys
Trundler can be used with Primary packaging to simplify merchandising and obsolete home delivery
Trundler is reusable, manufactured using recycled materials and can be recycled in the domestic waste stream
Trundler can be used with Transit or Tertiary packaging or direct-to-store “floor-ready” style POS display units
Users have the option of die cutting a section into the bottom of the carton that recesses the wheel and allows the
carton to stand on its own base when static or to use Trundler Foot in conjunction with the wheel to provide a level
platform
Trundler Wheel

Trundler Foot

Tested to trundle up to 75kg load per wheel (may vary
with multiple wheels)

Suitable for display units that need to be raised
from the floor

Easy to snap together – no additional fixings or tools
required

Provides a level platform and brake when used
with Trundler Wheel

Assembles from outside the packaging

Uses same fittings as Trundler Wheel

Easy to remove and reuse

East to fit and easy to remove and reuse

Trundler Steerable
Enables steerage on large platforms, pallets,
or containers

Trundler Assembly
1.Locate the chassis over
the die cut hole and
insert the locking clip

Assembles from outside the packaging using
standard locking device
East to fit and easy to remove and reuse
No additional fittings or tools required
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2.Shutting the clip will
lock the flanges on the
inside of the box
3.Snap the wheel
or foot into the
chassis

4.Reverse the process
to remove and
reuse
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TRUNDLER SYSTEM
Packaging Mobility
Tilt-and-Go packaging. Package rests on base until tilted and
wheels become functional
Obsoletes the need for home delivery or assistance from the store

Packaging Platforms

Simplifies stock handling and eases in-store merchandising
Raises packaging off the floor

Can be recycled in the domestic waste stream

Fits fork-lift tines and pump trucks
Removable and reusable

Steerable Units
Enables steerage on large platforms, pallets and
containers
An opportunity to replace metal roller cages and
plastic dollies
Suitable for POS display units and dump bins

Trundler Pallet
Trundler mobilises pallets and platforms
Suitable for use with corrugate, honeycomb board, plywood
and laminates
Choice of locking device depending on material thickness
Chassis incorporates multiple permanent fixing points

......DON’T LIFT IT.................TRUNDLE IT!!
For more information please contact

ITEM PRODUCTS (NPD) LIMITED
101 PARK STREET, LUTON, BEDS LU1 3HG
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